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Introduction to Moscore QM

Moscore QM is a high performance scoring software package and the first of its kind designed exclusively for quarter
midget racing. It is designed to relieve tower staff of their high paperwork load and streamline the race day to help
cope with the growing number of cars participating in racing events.

Any changes to moscore_qm will be recorded in the readme.txt. Changes shown in the readme may not be
documented in this help file. If this help file is out of date, a new one can be downloaded at www.moscore.com
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Modes

The mode menu allows the user to choose the current operating mode.

Event Setup Set up events, formats, classes, locations and transponders

Race Registration Register drivers for the current event, enter new members into the database

Qualifying Time Clock qualifying using transponders

Race Scoring Electronic scoring using transponders as well as manual scoreboard
manipulation

Event Setup
The Event Setup screen should be the first screen you see when starting Moscore QM

Clicking Use This Event will finish with Event Setup and take you to the next section, Race Registration

Click on Edit Formats, Locations, Classes or Transponders to edit the details of these items

First Time Running Moscore QM

The first time the program is run the user will automatically be prompted to create a New Event.

• Enter an event name (like Club Race #2) and click OK
• The start and end dates can be changed by clicking on the Event Dates date pickers.

New events will start with the start and end dates set to today's date
• Choose an event format from the list or click Edit Formats to create a new format

Each event must have an event format and an event location specified.

Event Formats

Each event uses an Event Format to determine how it will be run.
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Clicking on an Event Format will select it and show a simple overview of the format which may be printed or copied
to the windows clipboard

Clicking on Create Format will create a new format

Double Clicking on a format or clicking on Edit Selected Format will show the Event Format Editor

Event Format Editor

The new Event Format Editor replaces the Event Format Wizard starting with version 1.3
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The Event Format Editor can be navigated using the Back and Next buttons or by clicking on the section titles in
the left column

Intro

Introduces the Event Format Editor . Enter the name of the event format here

Qualifying

Batch Qualifying Choose whether to qualify one car at a time or several at once in a timed session

Qualify Mode Choose a qualifying mode. Possible modes are

Time Clock
Random Draw
Points Series
Previous Race

Qualify Number
Assignment

Select the order that will be used when qualifying numbers (generally only used
at Grand National and States races) are assigned.

Note:  Moscore QM uses the
qualifying number do determine the
order drivers are displayed in the
Qualifying Mode with the lowest
qualifying number shown first

Trophy Dash Invert If the Trophy Dash custom feature has been purchased, specify whether the
drivers who qualified for the trophy dash will be inverted

Heats

Heat Count Choose how many sets of heats to run in this format. Each driver will run this
number of heats during the event

Heat Lineup Order Specify how the drivers in the heats will be ordered based on qualifying results.
Lower draw numbers are considered 'faster'

These extra options are available if Two Heats is selected

2nd Heat Source Choose how the 2nd heat is lined up.

2nd Heat Lineup
Order

Specify how the drivers in the 2nd set of heats will be ordered based on
qualifying results. Lower draw numbers are considered 'faster'

2nd Heat Groups Determine whether the 2nd set of heats will consist of the same groups of
drivers or if the drivers may be mixed based on the results of the 2nd Heat
Source

Mains

Main Event Lineup
Order

Determines the order that cars will be lined up from either qualifying or heats.
Lower finish position, Faster time or Lower draw number is considered to be
faster

Remainder Cars A remainder car is a car which finished in the same position in a heat as another
car which made it to a higher feature. To Front will place this remainder car at
the front of the main they qualified in regardless of the usual lineup order

JR Class Transfers Enter the number of cars that will transfer from each main event in JR classes.

SR Class Transfers Enter the number of cars that will transfer from each main event in SR classes.
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Transfer Positioning Slots can be reserved for transfer cars either at the front of the race or at the
back.

Transfer Order Cars can be transfered from a lower main to the next higher main either
Straight Up or they can be Inverted

Note:  Transfer Counts can be overridden in the
LapCounts/Transfer Counts section if the Per Feature
Transfer Count or Transfer Count Override features have
been purchased

Order Main Events Sort the main events either By Feature (D,C,B,A) or By Class (Jr Novice
D,C,B,A, Sr Novice D,B,C,A, etc)

Tie Breaker Choose a field that will be used to determine which car is 'fastest' when two cars
have the same finishing position

Invert Tie Breaker Choose whether or not to reverse the tie breaker. (higher number is 'fastest')

These extra options are available if Two Heats is selected

Main Event Source Choose which results will be used to calculate the main event lineup

LapCounts / Transfer Counts

This section allows the user to change the number of laps for each class. If the Per Feature Transfer Count or
Transfer Count Override custom features are set here as well (if purchased)

Lap Count Per
Class

The Heat Laps and Main Laps can be set by changing the values in this table.

If Transfer Count Override is available, the transfer count can be set for each
class as well

Lower Main Lap
Reductions

Adjust the Relative Laps for JR and SR classes here. IE: set B main Relative
Laps to -5 if each B main event will have 5 fewer laps than the A main event,
etc.

Sr and Jr Transfers options will be available if the Per Feature Transfer Count
feature has been purchased

Race Order

Drag and Drop or use the Sooner and Later buttons to change the order for Qualifying , Heat Races and Main
Events

Use the  Reset button to set the order back to the default order (found in Edit Classes )

Transponder Auto Assign

Use this section to specify which transponders will be available to the Auto Assign function in Race Registration
Mode

Add will create a new Match . Type in a partial match to the names of the transponders to find. Matches will show
which transponders will apply to this Match .

Remove will remove the selected Matches . Clicking on the check box next to each match will enable or disable the
match without removing it from the list

Auto-Generate attempts to find transponder names which contain 'qm' and create matches automatically

Click Use Sooner or Use Later or Drag and Drop to re-order the Matches. The match order determines which
transponders will be used first.

Check the Alternate Transponder Groups box to force the Auto Assign function to mix up the groups
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The bottom of the window will display the current Auto Transponder Assignment Order . This is the order
transponders will be chosen by the Auto Assign function with the current setup

Overview

This section shows an overview of the format with the options that have been selected. This is the same overview that
is shown in the Event Formats window where it can be printed

Event Locations

Each event takes place at a location. This will almost always be set to your track.

To run Moscore QM at a different location, the club must purchase a special event license by contacting Maximum
Overdrive Software or 1-866-667-2648.

•
Press  to add a location, then fill in all the information

•
Press  to save your changes or  to cancel changes.

•
 will delete a location

• Click on the drop-down box labeled Show Region to filter the list of locations and show only a certain region

Edit Classes

From time to time the rules governing classes (Age limits, weights, lap counts) may change.
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•
Press  to create a new class

•
Press  to save changes or  to cancel changes

•
 will delete a class

Note:  The order of the classes here determines the default
order for qualifying and races. the default order will be

used when  Reset is clicked in the Event Format
Editor

Edit Transponders

Before entering any race day information for the first time, the transponder information must be entered into the
database (if the system is to be used for electronic scoring).

Recommended naming convention for club owned transponders:

XQMA-A01
XQMA-A02
XQMA-A03
...
XQMA-A10
XQMA-B01

This naming convention allows quick determination of transponder/car matchups by always giving XQMA-x01 to car
one, XQMA-x02 to car two etc. This is very helpful, especially when you are giving out the transponders to each car
just before a race.

Note:  The software sorts transponder names
alphabetically, so be sure to include leading zeros if
necessary (ie: if you are racing 11 cars, you would go 01,
02, 03 ... 10, 11)

Personal transponders may also be entered at this point. The driver's last name or a combination of first and last name
and/or car class can be used to identify personal transponders

Race Registration

The Race Registration page is used to enter members into the software and register drivers in classes for events

Editing Members

To create a new member click on the New Member button

To Edit the current member click on the Edit button
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Use the Temp Number button to create a temporary number for members that don't have QMA numbers

Click Save Member to save your changes or Cancel to cancel your changes

Be sure to check off Is a Driver or Is a Handler checkbox where appropriate

Enter handlers before drivers. Entering handlers is optional

use the  button next to the Club or Handler field to empty it

Member Search

Once members have been entered finding them is easy

Select First Name, Last Name or Member Number box and start typing part of the name or member number. The
more letters typed the narrower the selection will become

Click on the name of the member to select it

To the right of the member's name is a space which shows the number of cars they have registered in this event and a
letter indicating if they are a Driver or Handler

Click on the Show dropdown box to filter the list between All, Registered Drivers, Driver, Handlers

Registering Cars

Click on Register a Class to add a new class for the current driver or Edit Registration to change a class that has
already been registered

Fill in the Class column as well as
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Transponder select the transponder that this car will use during this event, or select Assign
Default Transponder to choose one from the Automatic Transponder
Assignment pool

Qualify # Enter the Grands Style qualifying number here, or leave it blank to allow
Moscore QM to generate the number based on the settings on the Edit Classes
page

Q Status Status of this car's qualifying entry.

Blank no qualifying status

NT Force No Time

DQ This car was Disqualified during
qualifying

NS This car was a No Show

Moved This car was moved to a different class

Rand Draw # Enter the random draw number from a manually drawn pill, or leave this field
blank to allow Moscore QM to draw a number automatically. (If the qualifying
mode is Random Draw). Clicking on Random Draw will also generate a random
number.

To Back Select Yes to force this car to the back of all lineups during the event)

Car # Enter the number painted on the car (optional)

Car Color Enter the primary color of the car (optional)

Use the New Transponder button to enter a transponder without switching back to Edit Transponders

Click Save Registration to save changes

Click Unregister Class to remove this registration from the current event

Print Numbers will print the qualifying numbers for the current driver

Quick Edit Registered Cars allows the user to edit all the registered cars in one big table

Qualifying
Use the qualifying mode to conduct Time Clock qualifying

Note:  If there are cars missing from the qualifying screen,
click on the Get Missing Drivers button

Qualifying Command Legend

Qualifying can be run in two different ways when using transponders

Session (Batch Qualifying)
Single

This option can be changed in the Event Format Editor
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Single Mode

Single Mode is used when only one car qualifies at a time

Note:  In Single Mode only the car on the track is recorded
even though multiple cars are on screen at the same time

To use Single Mode

• Press the Green Flag button when the flag person is about to give the green flag (before the car crosses the loop)
• Press the Checkered Flag button when the flag person is about to throw the checkered flag (before the car crosses

the loop)

Session Mode (Batch Qualifying)

In Session Mode, multiple cars qualify at the same time during timed qualifying sessions. The default session duration
is 5 minutes. It is recommended to have judges and extra tower workers in place to help sessions run smoothly

To use Session Mode

• Set the timer to the desired length using the Time Up/Down  buttons. (Right mouse button will change the time
by 1 second)

• Press the start  button to start the session.
• Press the pause  button to pause the timer in the event of a red flag
• Press the stop  button to end the session
• Lap times will be recorded during the session as if the Green Flag and Checkered Flag buttons had been used at

the start and end of the session

Electronic (Transponder) Scoring

The colored square next to the transponder number is an indication of time lapsed since the transponder was last
recorded

Note:  After 10 seconds the colored square changes to
!!!. If a car displays this during session mode check for a
transponder malfunction

On Clock lap times have black text

Off Clock lap times have gray text

Note:  Only On Clock lap times count towards the starting
line-up

The top three official (On Clock) lap times for each car are shown directly below the driver's name.
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Changing Information "On The Fly"

Right Click on the driver's name and...

Change Batch

 Click on the arrows or type in a new batch number

Change
Transponder

Choose the new transponder from the drop-down list or type in the name

Insert Passing Simulates what happens when a car crosses the loop

Clear Passings Clears all passings for the selected driver

Car Status Set the Qualifying Status to change the results of the qualifying session

Normal no change

No Time (NT) Force No Time

Disqualify(DQ): Car was disqualified

No Show (NS): Car did not show for qualifying

Moved: Car moved to a different class

Note:  These tags are important to
the creation of line-ups based off of
qualifying results

Manual Qualifying Time Entry

Right Click on a driver and select Add Manual Times

Enter each time in the box under the driver's name. (read the time off of the manual time clock)

Click Add Qualifying Time or press Enter on your keyboard

Click - Previous or Next + to switch to the next or previous driver
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Race Scoring
This mode scores races electronically using transponders, or allows manual control of the scoreboard

Command Legend

Flag Buttons Click on the flag buttons when the flagger throws the same flag

Green Flag Click on the Green flag when the race
starts. Be sure to click before the first car
crosses the line

Yellow/Red Flag Click on the Yellow or Red flag
immediately when the flagger throws
that flag. Switching between Yellow and
Red is Ok. The Red flag will pause the
race timer

White Flag Click on the White flag button before
the lead car takes the white flag.

Checkered Flag If the White flag has been activated the
Checkered flag will automatically be
activated when the lead car crosses the
line again. If the White flag was missed,
click on the Checkered flag right before
the lead car takes the checkered flag

 Clear Race If the current race already has data the  Clear Race button will appear. The
Green flag button will be disabled until old race data is cleared.

Next/Previous Race These buttons will switch to the next or previous races. Click on the  button to
choose from a list of races before/after the current race

Show Driver Names If there is a text-capable scoreboard present the Show Driver Names will
toggle the scoreboard between a list of drivers in this race and the regular race
output

 Correct Lead
Car

This button is enabled only during a green flag. Clicking this button will pop
up a dialog asking which car is in the lead. Enter the car number of the correct
leader and the software will place that driver at the front.

Save Race finish Once the Checkered flag has been thrown the Save Race Finish button is
visible. Click this button once all drivers have crossed the finish line to save
the finish to the database. The finish must be saved before printing new grids or
editing results.

Race Warmup
Timer

Activating the warmup timer will run a clock down from the desired time. A
clock will show on the scoreboard if present

Time up/down (F7/F8) Left Click will adjust the
timer by 30 second increments Right
Click will adjust the timer by 1 second
increments

Start Timer (F5)
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Pause timer (F6)

Stop Timer (F5 while running)

Timer Alerts Warmup Timer Alerts can be adjusted in 
Tools > Options > Race Scoring

Laps To Fuel Click on    to Set or Reset . The software will track every lap for every car
from the beginning of warm-up.

Time limit Set the time limit to 0 if there is no time limit. Otherwise set this to the time
limit for a race. The time limit will pause during red flags. Some scoreboards
will show this counting down during the race.

Unassigned
Transponders

If there are transponders on the track that are not assigned to any cars on the
screen they will show up in a box below Missing Transponders . Check the
Hide box to hide these alerts

Scoreboard Control

Driver Area

The Driver Area contains information about the drivers in the current race.

Driver Shows the name of the driver in each position. To swap out a driver click on
their name and find the new driver in the list or type part of the new driver's
name

Transponder

Indicator 

This column changes to green when a driver crosses the loop. It will slowly shift
to red. If a driver's transponder indicator stays red it may indicate that they have
left the track or that there is a problem with their transponder

Charged Yellow/

Strikes 

The number of offenses that this driver has incurred during the race

BOP Click on the  Yellow Flag   in this column to access the BOP (Back of Pack)
menu during a race. The BOP menu will only be enabled during a caution.

Charged Yellow/
Strike

Click to add one CY/Strike to this driver.
The driver(s) will automatically be
placed at the back of the lineup in the
order the CY/Strikes are applied
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Back Of Pack Send this driver to the back without an
offense. (disobeying flagger, etc)

Undo Back Of
Pack

Cancel a Back Of Pack

Lap Car Correct the number of laps completed by
this driver, subtracting one completed
lap

Unlap Car Correct the number of laps completed by
this driver, adding one completed lap

Remove 1 Charged
Yellow/Strike

Correct the number of CY/Strikes for
this driver by subtracting one

OT This column shows  whenever a driver is Off Track. Click on    to place a

driver On Track. Click on the  Black Flag   in this column to access the OT
(Off Track) menu. The Off Track menu is only enabled when the driver is on
the track.

Note:  Make sure to choose one of
these options when a driver leaves
the track. This is very important for
accurate scoring.

Repairs The driver has left the track and has
entered the pits for repairs. The driver
will be placed On Track automatically
upon crossing the loop

Mechanical Black
Flag

The judges have issued a mechanical
black flag

Flagrant Call The judges have issued a flagrant call
and disqualified the driver from the race

3 Charged
Yellows/Strikes

The driver has incurred the maximum
number of penalties and is disqualified
from the race

Enter Reason Enter a reason why the driver went off
track. This entry will be saved in the race
log for future reference

Incident Reminder Use the incident reminder during a race when more than one driver is involved.
Check the box next to each driver that may be sent to the back depending on the
ruling of the judges. If the judges do not assign Charged Yellows/Strikes to any
drivers use the BOP Menu to send all the involved drivers to the back.

Transponder Shows the transponder currently assigned to each driver. To change
transponders click on this column. Type the name of the new transponder or
choose it from the drop down list

Printing Grids

To create race grids, select Print Forms > Grids > Heats/Mains > Heat/Mains Grids from main menu

If grids already exist a dialog will ask the user if they want to overwrite the old grids. Select the classes that
should be re-calculated
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Verify that the grids that have been generated correctly. Errors may be present if the Event Format settings are not
correct or errors were made during the registration process.

If the Event Format is correct and all data was entered properly, Tools > Edit Races may be used to make manual
corrections to the grids.

Transfers

During main events Transfer cars may be required to fill reserved slots in the grid for teh current race. Click Xfers in
the Driver Area

The transfers may also be reteived using Tools > Edit Races

Results

Select the Print Forms > Results menu item to view a list of result types available.

Race Results Print results of heat and feature races by class

Race Log Prints the race log for each race

Race Lap times Prints individual driver's lap times from all races during the current event

Race Scoresheets Prints scoring data and the race log for each race

Scoring A Race

How to use Moscore QM to electronically score a race using transponders

• Check the grid and make sure that the drivers on the track match the drivers entered into the computer
• Warmup/Hotlaps and Verifying Race Data

a) (optional)Start the warmup clock

Set the warmup time with the  Time up/down   buttons. Click    to start the clock
b) During the warmup (or hotlaps if there is no warmup) check the Transponder Indicator column of the

Driver Area to make sure that all drivers have the correct transponder.

Pay close attention to the timing of the indicator. Even if each driver has a transponder they may not have the
correct transponder. Be especially alert when siblings are in the same race

c) If a driver is missing their transponder or is assigned the wrong transponder click on the Transponder column
next to their name and either type in the correct transponder or select it from the list

d) Mark any drivers who leave the track as Off Track using the   Off Track   > Repairs  menu

If a driver is not marked as Off Track the starting line-up as well as any restart line-ups may show incorrectly)
• Run The Race

a) Click the Green flag button when the flagger throws the green flag

Note:  Be sure to change to Green before the leader
crosses the loop. Use the Correct Lead Car button to
correct if the button was clicked at the wrong time

b) Observe the race. Mark any drivers who leave the track as Off Track using the   Off Track   > Repairs 
menu

Caution:  Make sure to keep track of drivers leaving
the track. This is important for accurate scoring

• Watch for caution flags.

a) If the flagger throws a red or yellow flag, click the corresponding Yellow or Red flag button
b) Immediately observe which drivers have stopped under green. Check the box next to their name in the 

Incident Reminder   column.
c) During the caution, make sure to pay attention to drivers who leave the track. Mark any drivers who leave the

track as Off Track using the   Off Track   > Repairs  menu
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d) Wait for the judges to make a decision. If they assign Charged Yellows/Strikes use the  BOP   menu to issue

them. If there are no penalties send all drivers with check marks in the  Incident Reminder   column to the
back

e) Post the new lineup to the scoreboard by clicking the  Post   button if a scoreboard is present
• Restart the race by pressing the Green flag button when the flagger throws the green flag

Note:  Try to press the Green flag button before the lead
car crosses the line

• Click the White flag button when the flagger throws the white flag. Again, be sure to click before the lead car
crosses the loop

• Watch for a caution from the flagger. The White flag will be canceled if the Yellow or Red flag buttons are
clicked

• The Checkered flag will automatically engage if the White flag has been activated.

Note:  The Checkered flag may be activated manually if
the White flag was missed, for a green-checkered finish
or if the flagger throws the checkered flag early

• Verify the results

a) Check the race finish with any manual scoresheets that were recorded
b) If the finish is not correct it may be edited using  Tools > Edit Races  .

Note:  Make sure to correct race finishes as you go.
Transfers and feature grids rely on the finish being
correct
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Scoreboard Menu

Moscore QM supports many models of scoreboards. All scoreboards are controlled using the scoreboard menu

On Select On to switch the scoreboard on and off. A check mark will appear when
the scoreboard is switched on. There is also an indicator light at the bottom of
the screen that turns green when most scoreboards are connected properly

Connection Options Choose which COM port to use or set the tcp/ip address here. Other settings
should be left at the default values

Scoreboard Type Select the correct model of scoreboard here. Some scoreboard models will not
be shown unless a custom feature code is used

Options

Most scoreboard options can be toggled on and off here

Extra Options Most scoreboards have extra options that may be configured by clicking here.
See individual scoreboard topics for details

Show Racing Order Race Scoring: When checked the current racing order will be displayed on
the scoreboard during the race. This racing order will place lapped cars behind
unlapped cars. Cars that have left the track will be shown at the back of the race
order

Show Off Clock Qualifying: Check this option to show all lap times (On and Off clock times)
during qualifying. Unchecking will only show On Clock times

Show Simulator Shows an on-screen simulation of the scoreboard

Lamp Test Now Runs a diagnostic lamp test function on the scoreboard

Clock after 30
seconds

When checked a time of day clock will appear on the scoreboard when it has
been inactive for 30 seconds

Clock after 1 minute When checked a time of day clock will appear on the scoreboard when it has
been inactive for 1 minute

No Clock When checked there will be no display of the time of day on the scoreboard

Controlling the Scoreboard Manually

The Race Scoring mode has controls to operate the scoreboard manually.

Daktronics Pylon Scoreboards
Daktronics Pylon scoreboard support is a custom feature and must be activated using a custom feature key entered in
Tools > Options > Keys

Extra Options

Select Scoreboard > Options > Extra Options

Number of lap-
counter Digits

Enter the number of digits that the scoreboard has on the top. (can be 0-5)

Place times on lap-
counter (top)

When checked lap times will be displayed on the lap counter digits. Uncheck to
display lap times vertically
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Daktronics Horizontal Scoreboard
The Daktronics Horizontal scoreboard is specially designed for quarter midget racing. It has 2 lap digits and 11 race
position digits that display 0-9 and X (the X looks kind of like an H)

Extra Options

Select Scoreboard > Options > Extra Options

Dim Scoreboard? Dimming On will dim the scoreboard, Dimming Off will set the scoreboard to
full brightness

Matrix Displays
The Matrix Display scoreboard includes Daktronics™ and HDD™ matrix display boards. The correct configuration
Type and Dak Version must be set using  Scoreboard > Options > Extra Options

Extra Options

Make sure that the correct Type and Dak Version are selected.

Note:  Some options may change based on the Type and
Dak Version selected

HDD™ and Daktronics™ V1500 displays must be set to the correct Width and Height. Daktronics™ V1500M2
displays autmatically detect the Width and Height

Pre Programmed
Messaging

Use this section to start/stop a schedule on a connected scoreboard.

Use Schedule
Instead of Clock

Check this box to replace the time of day clock with a schedule selected below.
Remember to set a Scoreboard > Options > Clock After ... option.

Display Message Select or type a message name and click Display to show the message on a
connected scoreboard

Address Select the address of the scoreboard that is connected. This is usually set to 1

Brightness Check Auto for automatic brightness adjustments or drag the slider to manually
adjust the brightness level

Width/Height Set to the pixel width and height of the display

Simulated Color/
Background

Click  to set a new text/background color for the Scoreboard Simulator

Double Wide Lineup Lineup is double-spaced to fit on wider scoreboards

Font Change the font displayed on the scoreboard. The default is Terminal 6pt

Lap string format Defaults to Lap %d. Change the lap string displayed on the scoreboard. Click ?
for details

Adjustment Arrows Click on the Arrow buttons to adjust line height and character spacing
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Tranx

Moscore QM Supports MyLaps™ Tranx 160 transponder systems.

Setting up a Decoder

Select Tranx > Connection Type and select either Comport or TCP

Select Tranx > Comport Options and set the Port setting to the correct port. The other options should be left at the
default settings

-OR-

Select Tranx > TCP Options and set Decoder IP to the ip address of the decoder

Retrieving the decoder IP

Connect to the decoder using Comport (see above)

Open Tranx > Tcp Options and select Get Decoder IP

Changing the ip address of a Decoder

Some older decoders may not have a display and buttons on the front to change the IP Address settings

Connect to the decoder using Comport (see above)

Open Tranx > Tcp Options and use the Change Decoder's IP' section to update the IP Address in the decoder

Note:  Be sure to write down the new IP Address. This
will be required in order to communicate with the decoder
using TCP/IP
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Print Forms Menu

This menu contains several forms that can be printed throughout the race day.

Registration Forms

The Registration Quick Sheet is a condensed list of all registered cars

The All Registered Cars printout has more detailed information

Grids

Moscore QM Generates grids when you print them.  If grids already exist a dialog will ask which classes
should be overwritten

Select  Print Forms > Grids > (race type) > (race type) Grids  to generate/print race grids.

Scoresheets

Moscore QM can print a few different scoresheet types. More scoresheet types are available as custom features. The
current scoresheet design is shown with a check mark in the  Print Forms > Grids  menu. Select  Print Forms >
Grids > (race type) > (race type) Scoresheets  to print

Results

The results printouts contain the results of a race or qualifying session.

Qualifying Results Print the qualifying times or a list of driver names to be filled out manually

Race Results Print the race finishes of all completed races

Race Log Print the race finishes and a log of events during the race

Race Lap Times Print race lap times for a selected driver

Scale Sheets

Print the Qualifying Scale Sheets to be used when scaling cars after they have qualified. All drivers will be printed in
qualifying order

Race Scale Sheets will print scale sheets for the main event races. All drivers will be printed in race order

The Transponder List will print a list of all transponders registered in the system

Print Options

Most printouts will display the Print Options dialog
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Note:  Some options may not appear on some printouts

Click (and drag) to select classes in the Select Classes to Print list. Only the selected classes will print

Click and drag
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Tools

Archive/Repair Archive Old
Events

Remove all events before a specified
date from the main database.

Note:  Events
should be archived
yearly in order
to preserve
optimum database
performance.

Unarchive Old
Events

Choose from a list of archived events
which can be restored to the main
database

Repair All Tables Run repair functions which may find and
repair inconsistencies in database tables.

View Repair
History

Displays a record of repair operations
performed in the past

Backup/Export Restore from
Backup File

Restore data from a previously backed
up database.

Caution:  This
will overwrite
your current
database. Back
up the current
database before
proceeding

Backup Database Save a copy of the current database in a
single file.

Note:  It is
recommended
to back up the
database after
every race event

Export for
Moscore.com

Creates an archive of participant's lap
time data which can be uploaded to the
results section of www.moscore.com .
Multiple events may be exported at once.

Create Grands
Spreadsheet

If Microsoft Excel™ is installed on the
system, exports a spreadsheet with
results in grands/states race format

Excel Export/
Import Points

Export race results to Excel or Import
from Excel to allow points series
tracking
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Calculate Qualifying Batches Re-calculate batches for qualifying.
Use this function if drivers appear to be
missing from the qualifying mode.

(Re)Randomize
Pill Draw

Re-Assign new random draw numbers to
all entries in this event.

Note:  You may
need to refresh to
see changes.

Fix Member
Names (Capitals)

Properly capitalizes all member names in
the database

Show Debug Form Displays a Message Window that is used for debugging purposes

Edit Races

Select a race in the left panel. Use the tabs in the right pane to edit different parts of the selected race

Click on Add A Race to manually insert a new race

Edit race Tab

Edit the properties of a race here. Click on a property to get a description in the bottom pane

Race Type Select MainEvent , Heat or Trophy Dash

Race Number Enter the number of this race. Races will be run in the order specified by their
race number.

Caution:  Be sure to number races
consecutively starting with 1. Gaps in
the race numbering can cause issues
when printing grids

Main Letter/Heat
Set Number

Enter the Main Letter (A,B,C...X,Y,Z,AA,BB etc) for mains or the heat set
number (1 or 2) here
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Class Choose the class that will run in this race from the drop-down box

Lineup Tab

Edit the grid for the selected race here. Drivers can be dragged and dropped to change the starting order.

Click Add Drivers to show a list of drivers available in this race's class.

Click Get Transfers to transfer cars from a lower main into this race. Get Transfers will be enabled only when the
feature below this race contains a race finish

Click on a driver to type in their start position or select a different transfer type

Results Tab

Click Enter a New Finish to type in the finish order for this race. The race will be updated when Apply is clicked

Select a driver to edit their Finish . Finish Type can be set to one of

Normal Normal finish

DNF Did not finish

BF Black Flag

DQ Disqualified

DNS Did not start

DNA Did not attempt

TDQ Technical DQ

BDQ

SDQ

The Send Transfers button will send the top finishers from the current feature into the transfer positions in the next
higher feature for this class. Send Transfers is only enabled when there is a race finish and there is a feature above
the selected race with transfer spots

Options
Use the Options dialog to change settings. Use the tabs at the top of the screen to navigate the different sections.

Main

General options

Lap Time Display
Precision

Adjust the number of decimal places used when displaying lap times

Countdown appears
on scoreboard
(qualifying)

Specify the number of minutes at the end of the countdown to display the count
down clock during a batch (multi-car) timed qualifying session. Use the slider
below to adjust from 0 to 10 minutes

Race Clock uses 24
hour time

Check this box to show race clock using 24 hour time. Unchecking will show
the race clock using the 12 hour clock. The race time will be used to time-stamp
race log events and is displayed at the bottom left of the race scoring screen

Start race clock
when warmup ends

Check this box to start the race clock immediately after the warmup timer ends.
Uncheck to start the race clock when the green flag is thrown

Letter for 12th car (USAC feature set only) Choose the letter to use to represent the 12th car when
scoring races. (defaults to C)
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Mimimum Transponder Passing Values

Used to adjust the cut-off point for weak transponder passings. Use these values only if the loop is detecting multiple
passings for each lap. Hover the mouse over the errant passings on the race scoring screen to see the Hits , Strength
and Lap Time . Use values slightly higher to eliminate hits that shouldn't be detected.'

Min Trans. Strength
Value

Transponder hits that have a Strength value lower than this number will be
discarded (default 0)

Min Trans. Hits
Value

Transponder hits that have a Hits value lower than this number will be discarded
(default 0)

Add Noise Select this check box to add the current noise value to the minimum. Use
this option if some classes seem to have more issues than others. Different
engines produce different electronic noise signals which may affect the Hits and
Strength values

Min Lap time Transponder hits that occur with an interval less than this value will be
discarded. (default 0.000) Set this value to 1 second lower than the track record
if extra passings are occuring on the back-stretch.

Keys

This section keeps track of software keys which are used to unlock features. There are two types of keys:

Club Key This key will unlock the software. A new key will be issued every year when
a club renews their subscription. Each club key matches a single set of club
initials. Gold Subscription keys unlock the software as well as all custom
features. If there is no club key the software will be locked into demo mode

Demo Mode When there is no valid club key the software will be run in demo mode . While
in demo mode the software will only allow creation of 4 separate events. Events
may not be deleted and the database restore feature is disabled. Printouts will
also bear a large wartermark

Feature Activation
Codes

These keys are used to unlock individual custom features.

Enter the Club Initials and Club key . The Status indicator should show a green circle and say Valid . The License
Type box will show which type of subscription has been enabled and when it expires

Enter new Feature Activation Codes in the NEW: text box. When the complete key has been entered it will appear
in the Feature activation codes list. This box shows a list of feature codes next to the feature they unlock. If only a
code appears then that code does not activate any features. Feature codes will only activate features for the club to
which they are issued.

Network

This section allows client computers to connect to a database server. If the current computer is the database server
check the This Computer checkbox.

To connect to a different computer select that computer from the Set Database Computer drop down box. Click
Refresh to search for computers on the local network

Click Change Password to set the access password for the database. If the network is open to the public (ie: wifi) the
password should be changed to prevent tampering with race results

Printing
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